
Protect connections on 
the open Internet

Enable employees to browse 
the public Internet without fear 

requests for threats, and 
proprietary browser isolation 
ensures that no untrusted code 
reaches employee endpoints.

Control user access 
to applications

Allow users, whether a 
contractor or a remote 
employee, to access internal 
applications quickly and 
securely. Manage access to 

user basis with easy-to-create 
and manage rules.

Deliver lightning 
speed access

Stop causing a slow user 
experience by backhauling 

Route connections through 

eliminating the need to maintain 

Embrace Zero Trust 
architecture

Modernize login for internally-
managed applications that 
traditionally require a VPN. Add 
identity enforcement to every 
connection, and check that 
devices are known and trusted 
before allowing access.

Secure every connection, without compromise.
Your headquarters may have doors and locks, but the internet makes your business borderless. That 
means your core assets are being accessed all the time, from everywhere. Yesterday’s static access 

today’s open enterprise. How do you secure your team and your data in a world without perimeters? 



We’re growing extremely quickly, 

and from the beginning we’ve been 

prepared for potential attention 

network automatically absorbs 

attacks, so we don’t even notice 

easier at night.”

CO-FOUNDER | UDAAN

“Roman makes healthcare 

accessible and convenient. Part of 

that mission includes connecting 

patients to physicians, and 

and conveniently connect doctors 

to internally managed tools. With 

every request made to internal 

applications for permission and 

identity, while also improving speed 

and user experience.”

RICKY LINDENHOVIUS | DIRECTOR

OF SITE RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

Secure devices, networks, and internal applications 
from a single pane of glass. 

Secure access to internal applications without a VPN

Protecting internal applications with a VPN is cumbersome to 

replace their VPN and enforce granular permission controls for 
every request made to internal applications. Administrators then 
build rules to decide who should authenticate and reach the 
tools protected by Access.

Secure users, devices and networks on the open 
Internet

Your team members need to connect to the Internet to do their 
jobs, but existing solutions try to keep them safe by forcing the 

comprehensive security to teams on the Internet, and the data 
you keep, while also improving performance. You can stop data 

the network-level to protect intellectual property. Gateway gives 

identify compromised devices and scan for threats in disguise. 

network, allowing you to identify compromised devices and 
scan for threats in disguise. 

protection for every request

• Threat intelligence from protecting more than 20 million web properties

• Security powered by 1.1.1.1, the world’s fastest DNS resolver 

• Network presence in 200 cities in more than 90 countries

safenames.net
For more information about our services, call:

+44 (0) 1908 200022 or email: sales@safenames.net


